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ABSTRACT
Background: Traditionally most of the lectures are taken with chalk and board in India. However with economic
growth, the use of computer assisted techniques is inevitable. The use of power point presentations has been
increasingly adopted by many of the medical colleges.
Aim: Present study assesses the student’s perspectives and preferences for chalk and board and power point.
Materials and Methods: Twelve lectures were delivered to 1st MBBS students, each of 45 min- 6 by C&B and 6 by
PPT. students were given a questionnaire seeking their opinions about helpfulness of teaching tools for
reproducibility of diagrams and text in examination, retention of lecture information in memory and understanding
of simple and complex concepts.
Conclusion: We feel that PPT should be used as supplementary to enhance the efficacy of teaching. As suggested
by recognizable number of students, both methods should be used in combination, as per need of the topic.
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INTRODUCTION
Lecture is the commonest form of teaching since
ancient times [1]. It has been a universally
accepted way of teaching, and adapted in
almost all universities, including medical ones.
Although discussion in small groups appears to
be a superior method of attaining higher level
intellectual learning [2], it is almost inevitable
that the medical students attending is too large
in comparison to the teaching staff available.
Hence as Walton, 1972 notes; The lecture is here
to stay, so it is imperative that it should be as
effective as possible [3].
Teaching aids like chalk and board, power point
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(PPT), have been used in anatomy teaching.
Chalkboard aid is inexpensive, easy to clean and
reuse, allows students to keep pace with the
teacher and is not dependent on electricity. However it is time consuming, one cannot go back
to what has been erased and is not so
effective for large no of students [4].
With an increasing number of medical seats and
an extensive syllabus, there has been a constant
effort to use modern teaching aids in medical
colleges. Audiovisual aids like PPT help to
illustrate pathway and mechanism diagrams and
impart clarity to the lectures.PPT has the advantages of using colors, fonts, diagrams and
animation [4].
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Ability to explain, make students understand a
concept is an important skill of a good teacher.
In addition, while learning Anatomy, some facts
need to be remembered as they are, as no logic
is applicable to them. Assessment of student
performance in anatomy cannot be complete
without assessing the ability to draw accurate,
proportionate and well labeled diagrams. Thus
we feel that teaching method for anatomy
should be assessed under three domainsunderstanding the concept, retention of lecture
information in memory and reproducibility of
diagrams. So also the student perspective and
preference to a particular method should be
considered.
Aims and Objective: To assess students
perspectives for chalk- board and PPT for gross
anatomy lectures, to assess students
preference for chalk-board and PPT for gross
anatomy lectures.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Many students opined that the diagrams on PPT
though attractive, cannot be copied. Many
topics in anatomy rely heavily on illustrations
for proper understanding. Therefore certain
descriptive answers require presence of diagrams. A single diagram is equal to thousand
words, clarifies many complex concepts.
Retention of lecture information in memory: Our
students opined that C&B lectures are more
helpful to retain the lecture information in
memory (p=0.0318), statistically significant.
While explaining with C&B only the important
points are written on board. Hence these points
get imbibed on students mind. Moreover, these
points are on the board for a longer period,
helping the students to learn those. In contrast,
the text on PPT is comparatively more, thus the
important points, may not be given due
weightage.
Table 1: Comparison between ppt and chalk and board
with respect to various parameters.N: 160.
Sl No.

Parameters

C&B

PPT

Z-value

p-value

The study was conducted in Department of
1 Help to understand concept
95
65
3.2
0.0013
Anatomy, JSS Medical College. The 1st MBBS
2 Help to memorize the topic
90
70
2.1
0.0318
students were briefed about the study and were
Reproducibility to text information during
3
92
68
2.7
0.0073
appealed to participate. All 160 students
theory examination
Reproducibility of text information during
participated in study, voluntarily.
4
85
75
1.1
0.2831
viva
Twelve lectures of Anatomy were selected
5 Reproducibility of diagrams
112
48
7.2
<0.0001
randomly, six of which were taken using chalk
6 Visualization of pictures with colors
51
109
6.4
<0.0001
and board and six by using PPT. List of ques7 Which method is interesting
82
78
0.4
0.7205
8
Which
method
should
be
used
90
70
2.1
0.0318
tionnaire was prepared, opinions of students
were sought about helpfulness of the tools as DISCUSSION
far as reproducibility of text and diagrams in
examination, understanding and memorization Seth et al, 2010b in a study to assess the
teacher’s preference to the teaching methods,
of lecture information is concerned.
observed that 40.47% of teachers in their study
RESULTS
group preferred C&B. Thomas and Appala, noted
From the table it is seen that students feel C&B that as per students opinion, the explanations,
is better than PPT as far as conceptual under- clarity of concepts and learning to draw
standing, memorization of topic, reproducibility diagrams are better done on C&B than PPT [7].
of text information and diagrams is concerned, Teacher student interaction is better in C&B
the difference is statistically significant. 55% of method. It allows spontaneity, flexibility and
our students felt that C&B is interesting method nonlinearity. It is flexible enough to allow the
of teaching compared to 45% favoring PPT. teacher to elaborate a particular point, if he
When asked which method should be used 56% wishes so. Students are able to make their notes/
students polled in favor of C&B.
diagrams, thus students are active learners. The
Reproducibility of diagrams: In our study, lectures are not interrupted due to power
students opined that C&B method is much failure [5].
better than PPT as far as reproducibility of It also contains natural pauses e.g. during
diagrams is concerned (p<0.0001).
cleaning of board (seth 2010c) which provides
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sufficient time to the students to grasp the new
concepts. In C&B method as the teacher teaches,
he/she is a single source for both the auditory
as well as visual information for students. This
enables them to concentrate easily. This is in
contrast to use of PPT where the students
receive inputs from two different sources i.e
auditory inputs from teacher (usually standing
at the computer) while the visual inputs from
the screen [5].
Along with these advantages, C&B do carry few
disadvantages too. It requires more preparation
and hence is more strenuous for teacher.
Complicated diagrams, 3D diagrams, photographs, video clips etc cannot be presented by
this method. Only limited material can be
conveyed to the students. The drawing skills and
handwriting of the teacher need to be good. So
also condition of board and poor visibility of
the text are the other noteworthy drawbacks
pointed out by our students [5].
Good quality colored 3D diagrams, good visibility and legibility of text are the points in favour
of PPT. likewise clarity of words, illustrations,
real pictures and summarization were some of
the attributes described to be best dealt with
PPT(7). From teachers point, we feel that,teacher
is more relaxed; as he can conduct the lecture
even though he is not well prepared, large
materials can be conveyed by this method [5].

ABBREVIATION:
PPT- Power point,
C&B- Chalk and Board.
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CONCLUSION
The results of the present study suggest that
blackboard has the advantages of better recall
besides being the most preferred aid among
medical students. There is a need to discuss as
to why a traditional method has more preference over a new method. This study should be
considered as a guide by all streams of medicine to improve the uses of black board teaching and to consider it a supplement to the PPT.
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